
each other in \ first direction parallel to the object surface and

in a second direfction substantially perpendicular to the object

surface. Vy

7. (amended) A metrhod as claimed in claim 1, characterized in

that the impedance oa the diode laser cavity is measured.

8. (amended) A methoa as claimed in claim 1, characterized in

that the intensity of the laser radiation is measured.

13. (amended) An input device as claimed in claim 9,

characterized imthat it comprises at least two diode lasers and at

least one detecto]^ for measuring a relative movement of the object

and the device alorra a first and a second measuring axis, which

axes are parallel towthe illuminated surface of the object.

14. (amended) An inpuc device as claimed in claim 9,

characterized in that it^comprises three diode lasers and at least

one detector for measuring^ a relative movement of the object and

the device along a first, A^^second and a third measuring axis, the

first and second axes being j>arallel to the illuminated surface of

the object and the third axis\eing perpendicular to this surface.
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15. (amended) Ai^ input device as claimed in claim 9, for

determining both a Vscroll action and a click action, characterized

in that it comprisea two diode lasers and at lest one detector for

measuring relative movements of the object and the device along a

first measuring axis Parallel to the object surface and along a

A A second measuring axis substantially perpendicular to the object

surface

.

m

Q

m

16. (amended) An input\\device as claimed in claim 9, for

determining both a scrollVi action and a click action, characterized

in that it comprises two daode lasers and at least one detector for

measuring relative movements of the object and the device along a

first and a second measuring axis, which axes are at opposite

angles with respect to a normal to the object surface

17. (amended) An input device as claimed in claim 9,

characterized in that the optical means comprises a lens arranged

between said at least one laser and associated detector, on the one

hand, and an action plane, on the\\pther hand, the at least one

laser being positioned eccentricallvy with respect to the lens.
A

'20. (amended) An input Mevice as claimed in claim 7,

characterized in that eachMiode laser is a horizontal emitting

laser and in that the devica comprises, for each diode laser, a
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reflecting member rejecting the beam from the associated diode

laser to an action plame.

21. (amended) An inputs device as claimed in claim 9,

characterized in that it Ms composed of a base plate on which the

at least one diode laser and associated detector are mounted, a cap

member fixed to the base plate and comprising a window and a lens

accommodated in the cap member.

23. (amended) An input device as claimed in claim 21,

characterized in that the bas'^ plate, the cap member and the lens

are made of a plastic materia]

24. (amended) An input device|^as claimed in claim 9,

characterized in that each diode laser is coupled to the entrance

side of a separate light guide, the exit side of which is

positioned at the window of the device

,

26. (amended) An input device as\K:laimed in claim 24,

characterized in that it comprises nhree diode lasers and three

\light guides, and in that the exit sades of the light guides are

arranged in a circle at a mutually angular spacing of substantially

120°.
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27. (amended) A mouse for a desktop computer, comprising an input

device as claimed iA claim 9.

ru

"3

28. (amended) A keybbard for a desktop computer wherein an input

device as claimed in cliaim 9 is integrated,

29. (amended) A laptopA computer wherein an input device as

claimed in claim 9 is intWrated.

\30. (amended) A display i^herein an input device as claimed in

claim 9 is integrated

,

31. (amended) An ultrasoundA diagnostic apparatus wherein at least

one input device as claimed in\ claim 9 is integrated.

32. (amended) A hand-held scarmer apparatus wherein at least one

input device as claimed in claim\\9 is integrated.

33. (amended) A remote control umit wherein at least one input

device as claimed in claim 9 is int^irated.

REMARKS

The foregoing amendments to the claims were made solely to

avoid filing the claims in the multiple dependent form so as to
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